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from the president’s desk...

Wow, what a difference a few weeks makes! Last
month at this time we were all looking forward to a
new cycling season and all that entails. I was registered
for Cycle North Carolina, Tour de Madison and Bike
Virginia. And we were busy with preparations for Bikes
Out of Hibernation. Of course these have now all been
cancelled and we are all trying to adjust our behaviors
to keep ourselves and our families safe.
Does this mean we should quit cycling altogether?
There is an argument to be made that we should refrain
from doing anything that may result in an accident
requiring medical attention, thereby adding to the load
on our hospitals and care providers.
And out of an “abundance of caution” you could argue
that if you do decide to still cycle, you should avoid
riding with others. I think we all need to use our own
judgment based upon your risk tolerance, health, family
situation and other factors.
...continued on page 3
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April 2020

WAB April and May General Membership
Meetings Cancelled
During this unprecedented time, we thought it would
be a great time to launch some of our new, newletter
ideas - check them out and let us know what you
think! Contribute or comment by emailing editor@
wabonline.org
Editorials - We want to hear from you! This is a new
section and will depend on the contributions from
members like you! Let us know your thoughts on
biking, bike shops/parts/gear, cycling etiquette, road
conditions, just about anything that’s fit to print!
In the Year 2000 - A fun excerpt to see what we were
doing back then
Member bio - you may receive an email asking you
to send us your information. This is a great way to get
to know some of the other club members from a safe
distance, until it is time to meet back up and ride. We’d
love to get to know you!
Recipe - Linda Coppinger shares her recipe for the tasty
Roasted Carrot dish she brought to the March General
Membership meeting
Streaming Recommendations - a list of cycling movies
you can watch. (A list compiled from a random search
from a few streaming services, but if you are missing
sports, be sure to check out the Tour de Quarantine
on YouTube.)
Word Find - find the words listed

Not all sections will be recurring items for the Newsletter
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member information
welcome!
Renewing members: MaryLou Del Prince, Chuck Denny
& Frances Kuipers, Lynn Miller, Stan Roberts, Lisa &
Drew Secosky
New members: Lee Alexander, Brenda Barrera & Sean
Oatmeyer, Paul Bennett, Miles Davison, Duncan Fairlie
The Flying Wheel is the newsletter of the Williamsburg
Area Bicyclists or WAB. The Club encourages and supports
all facets of bicycling in the Williamsburg, Virginia area.
The Flying Wheel is always looking for stories or pictures
connected to cycling. If you can help out, email the editor
(editor@wabonline.org) or send a letter to: Williamsburg
Area Bicyclists, P.O. Box 2222, Williamsburg, VA 231872222. Please send us your story no later than the 15th of
the month.

member discount
Don’t Forget: Your WAB membership entitles you to a 10%
discount on parts, accessories or clothing at these local bike
shops and sports stores: Bikes Unlimited, Bike the Burg,
Conte’s, Trek and Colonial Sports.
*Discount does not apply to bicycles. Other items may not qualify
for discount at certain shops - call store for details.
League of
American Bicyclists
Affiliated Club
James City County
Division of Parks & Recreation
Co-Sponsored Club

Historic Triangle Bicycle Advisory Committee - see link for contact information:
https://www.yorkcounty.gov/779/Historical-Triangle-Bicycle-Advisory.com

be sure to check out our sponsors...
many are offering curbside pickup or other options!
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from the president’s desk
...continued from page 1

Recently the League of American Bicyclists (LAB) published a blog post (https://www.bikeleague.
org/content/riding-through-together) encouraging its members to continue to ride, by ourselves

or with our families. Personally I have been continuing to ride, but being very cautious, limiting
the number of others I ride with and generally trying to maintain the “6-foot” rule. I’ve noticed
more walkers and cyclists on the Virginia Capital Trail than normal – especially families with
youngsters. This also demands a bit more caution than usual! I’ve also noticed on Strava an uptick
in the number of people opting to ride on indoor trainers, another good option for many of us.
Rick Nevins, President

president@wabonline.org

How to Update Your Profile
Has your email address, phone number or postal address changed? Would
you like to change your Username or Password? Would you like to associate
a picture or image with your account (or update a previous image)? Your
website account profile contains this information and is easily updated. See
below for specifics:
1. Login to the website with your Username/Password. If you don’t know your
username or password, click on the “Forgot Login?” link beside the Login
button on the top-right side of the home page.
2. Click on the “Update Profile” Icon on the top of the page after you login.
Alternatively you can click on the “Edit My Profile” link under the “My
Account” menu along the top of the page.
3. You will see a tabbed page. Clicking on each tab will reveal the various elements you can change under
each tab.
4. On any tab, hover your mouse over the information icon for help. Items that are greyed out are not
updatable but are shown for your information.
5. The “Contact Info” tab is where you will find your email and postal addresses, and phone numbers. The
“Membership Info” tab is where you will find your Username and Password.
6. The “Willing to Serve” tab is used by WAB club leadership to identify members who are willing to
volunteer in various club capacities. Please make sure you review this for accuracy.
7. Make any changes you would like on any tab and then click the “Update” button at the bottom of the screen.
One more tip – click on the “Print My Membership Card” under the My Account top menu item to get to
a page where you can print your current membership card, which can be used to get discounts at the local
bicycle shops.
As always – let me know if you have any questions about this feature or any other website feature.
Rick Nevins at webmaster@wabonline.org.
WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 3
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photo: Mary and Allen Turnbull; Karen and Reed Nester

At the March General Membership Meeting, the
Nesters and Lynn Miller provided an informative talk
about Bicycle Club programs they have been volunteering
with to promote and engage our youngest riders at local
schools. If you are interested in helping out please email
reednester@gmail.com.

Did you know we have over 20 years of Newsletters archived
on wabonline.org? (back to 1998!) Here’s a page from the year
2000...”Biking the Web”.

WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 4
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APRIL CALENDAR
Watch the weekly Message Board posts for changes, and refer to the WAB calendar at http://wabonline.org/index.
php/ride-calendar for most up-to-date ride information.
Over the last couple days, updated guidance related to coronavirus has been received.
1. Our Insurance Company has recommended that we follow the recommendations of local authorities.
2. The League of American Bicyclists recommended rescheduling all events and gatherings.
3. The Trump Administration recommended avoiding gatherings of greater than 10 and avoiding restaurants
and bars.
The WAB Board of Directors has been monitoring these guidelines as well as how other bicycle clubs have reacted.
We have come to the conclusion that we should suspend all club activities, including both regular and special rides.
The primary concern is that we commonly have greater than 10 attendees at these rides and therefore would be
deviating from guidance. And of course we want to do our part as a community organization to stop the further
spread of the virus.
Having said that, we also believe that getting time outdoors and exercising are still beneficial for our physical and
mental well being in these trying times. So we still encourage you to ride, either by yourself or with a few friends.
Also bear in mind that the clubs Excess Medical Accidental Insurance will not be in effect when you participate
in a non-WAB sanctioned ride.
For further information on riding amid COVID-19 concerns see this article by Bicycling Magazine.

Out of Bounds
by Ken McFarland
Unfortunately, the coronavirus has altered our lives significantly. Most cycling events in the next few months have
been postponed or cancelled. I have updated the website and continue to update it as new information is received.
Please refer to the WAB website Out-of-Bounds link:

https://wabonline.org/index.php/suggested-links/out-of-bounds-upcoming-wab-and-non-wab-events.

Check the event websites for the latest information. Stay safe.

NOTICE: The James City County police have asked us to make sure our members are aware that we
are NOT permitted to go around the barrier and ride on the closed section of Jolly Pond Rd! This is
now private property and trespassing is not allowed!

WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 5
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Tr ail Mix by Ted Hansen

cap2cap 2020 (hopefully) this fall
CAP2CAP in May has been cancelled, but did you know the VCT headquarters
team is still planning (or is it hoping?) to reschedule later in 2020, when COVID
19 ebbs.
No date has been targeted, and any weekend will likely have some competition.
Any ideas or suggestion for the Team, feel free to email your ideas to
info@virginiacapitaltrail.org.
Once a decision has been made, we will post it in our newsletter, or you can check
in a couple of months at: https://www.virginiacapitaltrail.org/cap2cap

covid 19 upside

Those who have been out of the Trail this last month know that usage is up from
the norm, but the estimate by VCTF staff is that ridership is up nearly 70% from
February, with many families and what would appear to be new users out during
the week.
This brings with it the responsibility to slow down and be extra careful while
approaching walkers, runners and inexperienced riders. Safe riding.

WAB Jerseys!
The latest jersey design is inspired by a jersey WAB developed
back nearly 20 years ago as part of the 300th anniversary of
Williamsburg. This jersey is manufactured by Hincapie and the
sales and distribution of the jersey is done directly through a WAB
“storefront” on the Hincapie website. This storefront will be made
available for 2-week periods several times a year.

WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 6
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Be sure to check out our sponsors...
Let them know we appreciate them!

WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 7
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member profile
Name: Rick Nevins (WAB President)
Number of years you have been a member of the club? 8 years
What is your favorite perk of being a member of the club? Group Rides
Ride of Fame?

I first began cycling (as an adult) in 2001. At that time, even riding 15 or 20 miles seemed
like a big accomplishment. I joined the Harrisburg Bicycle Club in the Spring of that year
and learned that they do a group ride from Harrisburg, PA to Cape May, NJ every Fall.
This is about a 200 mile ride done over 3-days. Having this as a goal helped motivate me
to increase my fitness and cycling skills and I was very proud to have successfully completed the ride. Since then I have
completed many other multi-day tours but this first one is my most memorable since it really hooked me – I thoroughly
enjoyed it!

Ride of Shame?

Sounds like an oxymoron! Seriously – I guess the only ride that comes to mind is the NC Mountains to the Coast ride in
2015. This is a seven day ride across North Carolina, starting at the western border and finishing on the coast. It is held in
September every year, which of course is hurricane season. The first five days were wet – not continual rain but showers off
and on seemingly every day. And setting up and taking down a wet tent isn’t a lot of fun! My gear and clothes were getting
heavier and heavier every day. Finally, they cancelled the last two days due to a more severe hurricane threat. I made it as
far as Lumberton and rented a van! I would do this event again, since it was well organized and would have been awesome
if we had better weather.

Favorite Club ride (past or present):

I can’t think of one in particular. I aways enjoy the pub and winery rides, especially when we have a social time afterwards!
We are fortunate to have a lot of great cycling in this area – Upper JC County, CC County and Surry County all have good
cycling roads. I also enjoy riding with WAB club members from Williamsburg to NC for the Cycle NC Coast ride every
April.

Other interest?

My number one outside interest is my two grandsons! I’m fortunate that they live ½ mile away and we get to see them
frequently. I also continue to be very involved in the Cycling Without Age program and enjoy bringing the joy of cycling
to others.

Favorite Book/podcast/movie/TV show (bike related or not)

I always look forward to the Tour de France! I record every stage on NBCSports. I also like to watch Lance Armstrong’s
podcast (“The Move”) every day during the TdF to get his and George Hincapie’s assessment of the day’s stage.

How long have you been President?

This is my second year serving as WAB President.

How did you become interested in serving?

I guess the reason I serve is because I enjoy keeping busy and the sense of accomplishment that I get from contributing
to the Williamsburg Area Bicyclists and its members. I have made many friends and acquaintances through the club and
truly believe that the Williamsburg Area Bicyclists is a great organization that is helping to make people’s lives better. I
find riding with others helps to motivate me to ride and I also greatly enjoy the socialization both during and after the rides!

What other positions did you serve in? Why do you serve?

I previously was Webmaster, Cycling Without Age (CWA) Committee Chair, Ride Coordinator and Vice President. I was
asked to run for President by the nominating committee chairman in 2018 (for the 2019 term). At that time I didn’t feel I
could be President unless I shed some other duties. Thankfully Mark Holt agreed to be CWA Chair, Nancy Carter agreed to
step into the VP role and Jamie Clark assumed the Ride Coordinator position.
WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 8
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Movie StreamingTime Please Note: this segment is not sponsored - just a search
to give you some ideas on movies to watch that may give you some biking inspiration! (Summaries
are copied from the internet. Images may not match the streaming service image.)

youtube:
Tour de Quarantine - for those of you missing sports and
anticipating the Tour de France (hopefully, but unlikely?), be sure to
check out this guy’s creative take. (spoiler alert: it’s awesome)
Brad Sohner: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7dVJkyyYMQ

Netflix:
Icarus - When filmmaker Bryan Fogel sets out to uncover the truth
about doping in sports, a chance meeting with a Russian scientist
transforms his story from a personal experiment into a geopolitical
thriller. Dirty urine, unexplained death and Olympic gold are all part
of the exposure of the biggest scandal in sports history.

Iron Cowboy - When James Lawrence (aka the Iron Cowboy)
announced his plan to complete 50 Ironman distances in 50
consecutive days in all 50 states, the only person who believed
that he could pull it off was James himself. An Iron Man distance
consists of a 2.4-mile swim, a 112-mile bike ride, and a 26.2-mile
run.
Pedal the World - A Young Man’s Movie About His 365 Day Bike
Tour Around The World. In his 90-minute documentary movie,
Pedal The World, German-born Felix Starck sets out from home and
pedals a bicycle more than 18,000 kilometers through 22 countries
in just 365 days.

Stop at Nothing - An intimate but explosive portrait of the man
behind the greatest fraud in sporting history. ... It reveals how Lance
Armstrong duped the world with his story of a miraculous recovery
from cancer to become a sporting icon and a beacon of hope for
cancer sufferers around the world.

WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 9
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Movie StreamingTime Please Note: this segment is not sponsored - just a search
to give you some ideas on movies to watch that may give you some biking inspiration! (Summaries
are copied from the internet. Images may not match the streaming service image.)

Amazon Prime:

Amazon Prime had a lot more “bike-movie” options, so we have
highlighted a few and listed others.
Half the Road - 8.0 IMDb
Directed by pro cyclist Kathryn Bertine, “Half the Road” explores
the world of women’s professional cycling, focusing on both the
love of sport and the pressing issues of inequality that modern-day
female athletes face in male dominated sports.

Ride the Divide - 7.2 IMDb
An award-winning feature film about the world’s toughest mountain
bike race, which traverses over 2700 miles along the Continental
Divide in the Rocky Mountains. The film weaves the story of three
characters’ experiences with immense mountain beauty and smalltown culture as they attempt to pedal from Banff, Canada to a small,
dusty crossing on the Mexican border.
The Road Uphill - 7.5 IMDb
This beautifully composed doc takes a rare look behind the
scenes during the prestigious 2011 Tour de France, following top
professional cycling team Leopard Trek and two of the world’s best
riders: Andy and Frank Schleck. An intimate cinematic portrait of
the two brothers and a team under pressure.

Klunkers - 8 IMDb
A film about Mountain Bikes. Using archival footage, photographs,
and interviews, the film tells the story of the early days of mountain
biking. ... The kids here scavenged bikes from junkyards and
adapted motorcycle parts, and a billion dollar industry was born: the
mountain bike, also known as klunkerz.

All For One - 8.3 IMDb
A five year journey. Thousands of miles. Champions born. United
by their renegade spirit and a determination to win against odds,
team members Mathew Hayman, Esteban Chaves, Simon Gerrans,
Matthew Keenan, Phil Liggett, and Robbie McEwen show the true
meaning of “All for One.” Follow the most tremendous Aussies on
their long road to success becoming Australia’s first ProTour cycling
team.
WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 10
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what’s a hematoma?
by Linda Coppinger

What’s a hematoma?
A bag of blood that has collected between the sheath and the muscle.
It’s like a big bruise but will take a long time to dissolve.
So how do we treat it?
Rest. Don’t use the core on your right side. Roll out of bed, don’t sit up. Don’t lift.
But I need to move…
You can walk, but carefully. No sudden twists. No stomping or bouncing.
Don’t lift your knee and push down with force.
But lifting my knee and pushing down with force is how I ride my bicycle!
NO! NO BIKE RIDES! 2 MONTHS!
WHAT!!???

photo: shutterstock

So that is the cake. The frosting is far more complicated but has nothing to do with cycling, so we will here focus on the
cake. Stoker will have no first hand knowledge to report concerning stoking for two months. She will, therefore, become
one of the Other Users, who create a moral dilemma for cyclists: to ding or to shout? (Hospital rooms have wi-fi….) She
has an opinion on the topic, and will attempt to test it against reality. So come along on the first practice.
The walk around the neighborhood usually takes between 25 and 40 minutes, depending on what looks interesting and who
one meets, but this first venture after discharge took nearly an hour. First was the motion: instead of stepping, Stoker’s right
foot slid forward, and the distance was constrained. Slow going. And at that pace, there was much to see. A pair of robins
hunting earthworms by ear, cocking heads this way and that, pouncing and stabbing. A shrill noise to be tracked down katydid? Locust? Its early for the insects; maybe a frog? No, there it is, drab brown blending into the bare branches - a
grasshopper sparrow. That solution took several minutes to find, and then on with the shuffling steps to collide paths with a
neighbor leading Willie the dog, who demands a petting. Stoker politely asks Willie if his leash will extend beyond 6 feet.
It does, so social distancing is preserved while the dog gets its due head scratching.
Next up, the glorious cherry tree, so dense with blooms it seems to have no
branches. And then the daffodil garden, the fountain/pond, the maneuvering
around the gardeners and their massive trailers full of equipment (must maintain
that important social distance,) the nodding recognition of another apparent
invalid trying to improve by perambulation in the opposite direction, even the
brief exchange with a cyclist on a nice Cannondale racer. Finally the discussion
with the neighbor who came out to welcome the Stoker home, coming out as an
escape from confinement as she had recently returned from Spain and was under
quarantine, not to recuperate, as was Stoker’s case, but to prevent the spread of
the nemesis.
All so very ordinary, so mundane, so defining of life. The grasshopper sparrow was still setting the survey stakes in his six
square yards, pausing his declamation to gobble a bug or a seed. He is at serious risk from auto traffic, hawks, feral cats,
but sings his insect song nonetheless. It is what birds do. He illustrates life as it goes on, oblahdee, oblahdah. His scratchy
buzzing song is what compels the human to come home from the hospital. Stoker can hardly wait to take another turn
through the boring day to day of home confinement, and will be listening for the dings and shouts. Passing on your left,
Thank You!

WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 11
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Stove Top Roasted Carrots
by Linda Coppinger

This recipe is from the January/February 2020 issue of Cook’s Illustrated.
For about 4 servings, use 1.5 pounds of carrots, peeled and cut into
approximately even pieces, with lots of flat edges if possible (use big
carrots.)
Use ½ cup water, ½ teaspoon table salt (I left this out) and 2 tablespoons
vegetable oil.
Put water and salt in a large non-stick skillet and let salt dissolve. Add
carrots, putting as many flat side down as possible. They will not all
fit at first. Sprinkle oil over the carrots. Bring to a boil, reduce heat
just enough to prevent overspill, and cover and cook for 8-ten minutes.
Don’t stir, don’t move the carrots.
After 8 to ten minutes, shake the pan to settle the carrots onto the bottom of the pan. Cook another
3 to 5 minutes, occasionally pressing the carrots against the bottom of the pan. Flip the carrots so
the toasty side is up, and cook 2 more minutes. Transfer to serving plate, toss on crunch topping
and serve.
BEFORE cooking the carrots, prepare the crunch:
Put 3 tablespoons bread crumbs, 2 teaspoons maple syrup, 2 teaspoons vegetable oil, a pinch of
salt and ⅛ teaspoon cayenne in a 12 inch nonstick skillet. Cook over medium high heat, stirring
constantly, until crumbs are carmel colored, 3 to 5 minutes. Pour into a bowl and cool while carrot
cook.
I did not use cayenne the other night, but a spice blend used as a barbeque rub called “Northwood
Fire.” You can use any flavoring you want, like curry, or turmeric for sweetness, or cayenne,
chipotle, or other hot spice, for a bit of zing.
Enjoy!
Editors Note: Linda brought this popular dish to the March General Membership Meeting (potluck).
Thanks for sharing!

WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 12
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WAB Word Find

Bicycle
Brakes
Cadence
Chain
Coronavirus

Derailleur
Drafting
Drop
Downhill
Fender
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Fondo
Hammer
Jamestown
Pace
Peloton

Saddle
Tandem
Tube
Unicycle
Williamsburg
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on the road
by Jamie Clark

It has been some interesting times of late, and it may get worse before it gets better. Unfortunately with the
COVID-19, aka coronavirus, going around our country and the world, many of our ‘norms’ have halted; this
includes regularly scheduled group rides. It is a very unfortunate thing that it has come to this, but it is essential
we do what is right and protect ourselves, our families, our friends, and our neighbors at a time like this.
There was some activity at the beginning of March before it was just starting to hit the United States. A few
rides were able to happen, a couple Pop-Up rides, the Pub Ride at Billsburg Brewery, the Waverly Back in Time
Ride, the West Point Ride, and about 10 standard weekly rides, but once the club’s Board of Directors decided
to cancel all group rides in the middle of the month, unfortunately there is nothing further to report here.
It has come to cyclists riding either solo or in very small groups of 2’s, 3’s, and maybe a half dozen at most. We
are encouraged to get out and be active, and we all love riding our bicycles to do so. Please stay safe out there,
ride whenever you can to enjoy the more spring-like weather that we are now having, and if you do decide to
ride with friends, be sure to practice social distancing even as you venture on the roads of our area.
I can only hope that this pandemic will pass, run its course, crest the wave, whatever cliché you think fits the
best; and I hope that we can all safely return to group riding again before the year is done.
Stay safe my fellow cyclists.

what’s in your bike bag?

6.

1.

4.

5.

3.
2.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Thanks to Todd Goodhead for letting me dump out and photograph the contents of his bike bag.
Want to have your bike bag contents featured? Please send an image and description to
editor@wabonline.org.
1. Cash; 2. Cell phone; 3. ChapStick; 4. Patch kit; 5. Driver’s License;
6. Bike bag; 7. Tire lever tool; 8. Bike multi-tool; 9. Tube; 10. Towel
WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 14
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WAB Editorials
Editor’s Note: We want to hear from you! This is a new section and will depend on the contributions from members
like you! Let us know your thoughts on biking, bike shops/parts/gear, cycling etiquette, road condtions, just about
anything that’s fit to print! Send ideas and thoughts to editor@wabonline.org. (Below are some examples from the
WAB Message Board)

With the warm weather and the virus more people/idiots are using the trail. While my wife was riding the
trail some idiot actually spit and it landed on my wife, to make matters worst the idiot riding partner thought
it was funny. Unfortunately/ fortunately for him I was to far head to do anything by the time my wife caught
up tp me and told me about it. Also there are to many riders passing on the left without calling out, hopefully
they are not club members. Walkers do not know what side of the trail to walk on. When riders do call out
passing on the left, walkers actually move to the left and then look at you like you doing something wrong.
Finally there are a lot more small kids enjoying the path, which is good. So be careful and let’s lead by
example.
I find that "bicycle (or bike) passing on your left" works pretty well--the more precision one uses, the
better. That is, if people can hear. Many solo walkers are blissfully cut off from reality by having earbuds
in their ears, and are sometimes surprised (and probably irritated at me) even if I have called out a warning
two, three, four, sometimes five times. I occasionally stop and tactfully point out to folks who are startled
despite repeated warnings that I had tried, and suggest that they leave one ear bud out so that they can hear
approaching cyclists who are trying very hard to be considerate users of a path. Shared-use trails are meant
for sharing. And I agree, walkers (or other riders) who are warned generally are grateful. On the other
hand, I was passed by two riders on Rochambeau the other day with nary a word of warning. I knew they
were coming because I use a helmet-mounted rear-view mirror. Their actions (IMO) smack of arrogance,
probably not the impression that these two were trying to convey (if they even thought about the impression
they were creating). Be safe, everyone! And stay healthy.
I always call out well in advance "Passing on your left" and then, when they move to the right or acknowledge
my warning I make it a point to say "thank you". A little courtesy goes a long way. I agree that walkers/
runners with ear buds turned up high are dangerously oblivious to shouted warnings. Perhaps there should
be signs posted along the Trail warning about the this.
Greetings, I do believe we are required by State law to have an audible device on your bicycle that can be
heard from a distance of 100 feet. As such, the use of bells is appropriate when calling attention to your
bicycle. In the “old days”, I recall having a siren on my bicycle along with baseball cards clipped by the
spokes. Lots of noise!
I've been following this thread with interest since my wife and I truly enjoy riding the Cap Trail. We have
bells on our bikes and sound our bells along with "Good morning (or afternoon), there's two of us that will
be passing on your left", and then "thanks a bunch!". We've been stopped many times by walkers/runners/
families using the trail stating how much they appreciate the bell and that (to them) it seems much more
polite than simply calling out. Bells may not be the most glamorous piece of cycling equipment, but it may
help with forging relationships along the trail.
My comment may be beating a dead horse but I'll mention it never the less. Nowadays I don't pass many
cyclists if any. When I do, or when I pass anyone on the trail, I slow down, move far to the left - assuming the
walker/biker is on the right - and say "passing on your left" in a loud voice. I say this about 5 yards before I
pass. AND I say thank you. Almost always, I hear a thank you back. If there is a biker coming in toward me, I
slow down behind the walker until the oncoming biker passes.
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